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I did an update on the Covid protest as I waited to late in the day to see what the stock charts 
might say. And NY Times had some very interesting results on a new poll.

Holy F- - -, I have been pounding the table for over a year and some Canadians are finally waking up. The 
Freedom Convoy is enormous. Main stream media is down playing, expecting about 500,000 in Ottawa this 
weekend. I expect more like 1 to 2 million. 

The gofundme effort is over $4 million but our communist dictatorship has frozen the funds. They 
claim the freedom convoy are terrorists and they have to know how the money will be distributed. The 
organizer of the fund raiser said on CTV news   “When they’re scared, the first thing they’re going to try to 
do is come after your money. And when that doesn’t work, they’re going to try and shut us down.” I say, this 
may have to go through a long court process eventually. If more Canadians don't wake up to what is going 
on, more rights will be taken away. I stress, this is not about shots, they don't work, this is about your 
basic rights and freedoms that we once had in this country.

As one in the convoy said, “we were told 2 weeks to level the curve, it is now 2 years.”

As I said, if a state of emergency lasts 2 years, it is not a state of emergency, it is a dictaroship.

If you care to watch some video coverage of some of the convoys, this is the Nova Scotia one. And go to 7 
minute mark on this one . Stock up your groceries!!! It is getting too late.

Today Biden withdraws his vaccine mandate gets eliminated by the Supreme Court, another victory

I have not looked much into the new Pfizer Covid pills but news today in main stream media (National Post) 
says they are very dangerous and won't be of much use. Severe side effects if you are on any one of over 
100 different medications. The main stream narrative is slowly changing.

Pfizer anti-COVID pill's dangerous interaction with common drugs will narrow its benefit, experts say, 

“It has a utility, it has a use,” said Dr. Gerald Evans, head of the infectious diseases division of the Queen’s 
University medical school. “(But) I certainly would not call it a game-changer.” 

A patient on blood thinners could end up with spontaneous bleeding in the gastrointestinal tract or brain, 
noted Evans. Someone taking pills for hypertension might see their blood pressure fall so much they pass 
out, said Dr. Andrew Hill, a pharmacology researcher at the U.K.’s Liverpool University.

“There are all kinds of ways that Paxlovid could cause serious harm,” he said.

Ritonavir in Paxlovid is the problem and is used in HIV treatments, too, so there is a wealth of knowledge 
about those conflicts. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) product monograph for Paxlovid lists
over 100 drugs that it says should not be taken with the COVID pills or whose use ought to be carefully 
monitored. 

https://youtu.be/gwIyP9jjVCQ
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10440555/U-S-Labor-Dept-withdrawing-COVID-vaccine-rule-large-employers.html?ito=push-notification&ci=2fTX9d6QOr&cri=0_N73l7CIR&si=PieKu3SsW6cW&xi=8434dd72-2150-4048-b864-e13cffabdcda&ai=10440555
https://nationalpost.com/health/pfizer-anti-covid-pills-dangerous-interaction-with-common-drugs-will-narrow-its-benefit-experts-say
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I have maintained for a long time that it is main stream induced fear that is scaring people and now even 
hitting people with a big stick to comply to take shots. The more afraid you are, the more shots you will take. 
I believe, people with a booster are most likely to takes shots 4 and 5 this year.

Of course NY Times is highly politicized and big Democrat cheerleaders so they naturally have to have show
some break down between Democrats and Republicans.

Politically the US is divided to extreme. Amazing the poll results are complete opposite for the two political 
sides. Of course the Times says Republicans are wrong.



Here come shots 4 and 5, new Pfizer study started .The study will evaluate up to 1,420 participants across 
the three cohorts: 

• Cohort #1 (n = 615): Received two doses of the current Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 90-180 
days prior to enrollment; in the study, participants will receive one or two doses of the Omicron-based
vaccine 

• Cohort #2 (n = 600): Received three doses of the current Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 90-180
days prior to enrollment; in the study, participants will receive one dose of the current Pfizer-
BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine or the Omicron-based vaccine 

• Cohort #3 (n=205): Vaccine-naïve participants will receive three doses of the Omicron-based vaccine

Two recent UK Public Health Reports from December 2021 and Jan. 2022 are very revealing and is 
very very bad news for these shots.

If you want to learn the real data and numbers on Pfizer shots and recent performance this 7 minute video is
a must view. They use Pfizer's calculations on efficacy and data from UK Public health published December 
2021. This will be nothing like you hear on main stream media. See video to explain this chart and others. 
The shots are actually wrecking people's immune system.

The chart, next page is from UK Health Security (formerly called Public Health England). It is a 95 page 
report from January 13, 2022, so very recent data.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1046284/weekly-flu-and-covid-19-report-week-2-2022.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1046284/weekly-flu-and-covid-19-report-week-2-2022.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Q5DjWbyYdvnt/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Q5DjWbyYdvnt/
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220124005896/en/


I draw your attention to the chart on page 75. This is deaths from all causes, so it eliminates the controversy 
and false reporting on Covid deaths. A simple statistic that can't be manipulated and it paints a troublesome 
picture. If a vaccine works, it is suppose to bring the death rates down, as main stream officials and 
media hype about, the shots prevent hospitalization and death, but the facts prove the opposite.

Just observe the brown line as it is all age groups and it is hard to make out differences when you 
look at this chart by age. The baseline or zero point is the average of the past 5 years before Covid. It is 
normal to see spikes above the baseline in the winter or flu season. The chart shows the big spike in March 
2020 (1st Covid wave) and the winter of 2020/21. Covid helped cause a lot of deaths in the elderly and care 
homes. Then in summer, deaths drop below baseline and normally when you average summer and winter, 
you average out around the baseline.

However something very abnormal has happened after the Covid shots. I highlight on the chart when the 1st 
and 2nd doses were rolled out. After the 2nd dose there was a very significant increase in deaths above 
the baseline during the summer and fall, my red highlight. The data is just to January 5th and there is 
about a 7 day delay before making to the Register Office, so too early yet to see what the current flu season 
will reveal. Something is terribly bad about these shots. The chart should have shown a drop below baseline
until late fall. Look at 2020 before there were any shots, deaths were at or below baseline from May to 
October. The 1st shot might have had some short term effect as deaths dropped a bit earlier in February 
2021.

Since I am on this topic, again, I want to make note of a previous UK Health report with data back in 
November 2021. For the age groups with the highest vaccine level, age 40 plus, the Covid deaths among 
fully vaccinated is way higher than unvaccinated.



My own personal experience is pretty much opposite the propaganda the main stream media and public 
health spew. I am just looking at my immediate family and my children and their significant others. This is a 
total of 11 people. I will start with this Christmas where 12 of us got together (oopps 2 over the limit). 1 
vaccinated and 11 unvaccinated. Nobody got sick with Covid.

Some of us think we have had Covid in the past 2 years, but not very sick. With all my friends and contacts, 
there has been only 2 or 3 cases where they were very ill with a positive Covid test, like a bad flu and just 
one of them went to the hospital for a day. I know countless people with weird side effects after these shots 
and two were very serious, a heart attack and another kind unknown heart attack (how doctors described) 
that almost killed this person. Both are permanently disabled. I only know of one Covid related death, 
recently. This person had the 3 shots and got Delta, so the shots didn't help stop Delta or prevent death.



I was suspicious of Monday's action in the markets. It looked like a rescue attempt by the plunge protection 
team in the last hour of trading. But, today all the major indexes pretty much show the same pattern. Most 
important is that today is close enough to a doji candle stick that we can call it a doji. That signifies a day 
of indecision. Markets did not know to go up or down. If we get a reversal higher tomorrow, a long white 
candle, a bottom is probably in. At least a short term one or trade-able one.

Important is Fed Chair Powell will have a press conference Wednesday afternoon. I am sure they will do 
their best to talk the market higher. This might be the catalysts to move the market. You know like fall on 
worries about interest rates then a bounce higher on smooth Fed speak.


